The Parliament
Victorian Government
Victoria

3rd October 2015

Dear Sir/Madam,

Re: Social Services Legislation Amendment (No Jab, No Pay) Bill 2015

I request that the government maintain the right for all Australian citizens to become conscientious objectors against all medical procedures and to never associate medical procedures to Centrelink entitlements or entitlement for children to receive care or an education. This is a form of blackmail to poor and working parents and to children already damaged by vaccines.


The government is legally and morally obliged to make the health, well being and civil rights of their constituents as their number one priority. Thus they must stop forthwith their irresponsible and criminal behaviour, which effectively sacrifices the health of young children at the behests of very cashed up and powerful vaccine manufacturer lobby groups. Children have a right to an education, childcare and Centrelink rebates regardless of their vaccine status. In addition, they or their parents should not be discriminated against in the community. The government has clearly joined forces with the pro vaccine propaganda campaign engineered by vaccine manufacturers and backed up by media (especially ABC), politicians, government bureaucrats and scientists on the take who want to legislate this discriminating and dangerous “No Jab No Pay” bill.

I also wish to object to the added change in the medical exemption criteria that forms part of this pro vaccine No Jab No Pay legislation to be voted on. Previously children who had suffered a bad reaction to vaccines such as neurological disorders, seizures, encephalitis and autism (as confirmed side effects listed on manufacturers product information insert) were advised to avoid further vaccination. You cannot seriously ask the many parents who have seen their child damaged by vaccines to sacrifice their child up for another dose of the same vaccine even when vaccine manufacturers product information insert warns against this. In addition, a peer reviewed study shows siblings of vaccine damaged children are also at risk of similar side effects from some vaccine ingredients such as the aluminum and trace amount of the mercury preservative thimerosal which is contained in most vaccines today even if they are not listed on the packet ingredients.
http://www.hindawi.com/journals/jt/2013/801517/ ONE SIZE DOES CLEARLY NOT FIT ALL WHEN IT COMES TO DRUGS INCLUDING VACCINES.

My concerns about the insanity of this proposed bill arise out of very bitter personal experience with vaccines given to our only child. My son was a very healthy and very strong and intelligent boy until he was vaccine damaged firstly by his first DPT vaccine at 6 months from which it took him months to recover then he had another live virus vaccine (the MMR vaccine) at 17 months. They have changed the DPT vaccine with the DPTa that is less effective but has less severe side effects, but too late for my son. Ten days after his MMR vaccine he developed encephalitis of the brain and spiraled quickly into development regression with loss of speech, play skills, social skills and life skills. He is 24 now and functions as a two year old at best. He smears his faeces over his face several times a day, wets his pants, suffers from severe OCD, cannot communicate appropriately and requires full hands on support to take care of personal grooming, eating and safety issues such as wandering, jumping into water and putting hands on a hot stoves. I am 63 and the strain of the last 24 years of caring for an adult baby with challenging behaviours, gut issues and food allergies, (all which appeared after the MMR) is taking a heavy toll on the health and finances of my husband and myself. I had to give up work as a high school teacher to care for our son while my husband has to work overtime to support our family. I do not get Carer’s payment or a health care card and have to pay for all my health issues caused by providing many years of intensive care that my son requires. Who will care for him we have passed?

The health care budget and NDIS will be long blown out with the amount of resources required for the life long care for the ever increasing number of vaccine damaged children often conveniently labeled as autistic. In the early 1980’s the rate of autism was 1 in 10,000 now it is one in fifty boys under five in Australia. 70% of the current funding of the already under funded NDIS goes to supporting people with autism and this amount will only get larger with virtually mandated vaccines. USA has the most vaccinated children in the world with 50% now suffering chronic ill health. The drug companies and smiling all the way to the bank but our PBS cannot afford this.

Tragically my story is not unique and I have many friends with sons suffering the same conditions and lifestyles as mine and they all said their children’s disorders started after childhood vaccines. The media have been told they are not allowed to cover stories about vaccine-damaged children or any vaccine choice proponents. They did not give any media coverage to the two recent protest marches held in every capital city in June and September where thousands protested and marched to the chants of “No Jab, No Pay, No Way, where there’s risk there must be choice”.

The government and media don’t do their own independent research about the benefits and risks of every vaccine, every combination of a vaccine and the current crowded vaccine schedule. They just select the vaccine safety data, mostly of an epidemiological nature, that is provided by the very corporations that stand to profit from the sales of the vaccines, or by universities with vested interests in drug company grants. Not only does the government refuse to carry out independent safety studies looking at the health issues of vaccine damaged children, or to compare the health of vaccinated children against unvaccinated ones (true placebo), but they have given the drug companies indemnity so people injured by vaccines cannot sue the manufacturers. What incentive do these vaccine manufacturers have to ensure their vaccines are safe or effective? The trend of vaccine manufacturers to be able to introduce more and new vaccines that are poorly or fraudulently tested for safety and effectiveness onto a public that has limited right to sue for damages done is truly frightening and criminal.

In the USA the Vaccines Injury Compensation Program (VICP) has paid out well over 3.5 billion dollars to the estimated 1% of many claimants lucky enough to have successfully found a doctor and lawyer brave enough to stand up to the big pharmaceutical corporations, and to prove vaccine damage
occurred before the three year statute of limitations expires. However, we have no such a fund here. The government’s treatment of parent’s reasonable concerns about vaccine safety has been to ignore them and saturate the ABC and other media with false safety data and vaccine scare spin stories fed to them by drug manufacturers. Their payback is political donations and plum jobs for some politicians, doctors, scientists and government bureaucrats who work hand in hand with these large corporations. In addition, they make sure they do not allow any balanced reporting or allow any educated intelligent doctors who currently question vaccine company funded safety data (of which there are many especially in USA) access to the media to debate their concerns. ABC’s use of tax payers funds to make comments and programs that promote vaccine sales such as regular flu vaccine news stories or creating scare campaigns about pertussis or measles are part of the propaganda campaign used to brainwash people into accepting vaccines as the norm to prevent diseases. In addition they make sure they always take every opportunity to vilify, ridicule and ignore any parent of a vaccine damaged child or professional who wishes to back up their alternative point of view. They also encourage their viewers and readers to do the same as they set the example of this discriminating and bullying unjust behaviour at the behest of the drug companies whose sponsorship they rely on for their survival. The government and media keep making statements such as “the science is clear, vaccines don’t cause autism” when this is clearly a lie and they know it. Here is a link to 100 peer reviewed studies compiled by a mother of a vaccine-damaged child. These studies find a clear connection between the introductions of multiple vaccines and the massive increase in autism and autoimmune diseases in children [http://adventuresinautism.blogspot.com.au/2007/06/no-evidence-of-any-link.html]. The media deliberately ignore any study that shows a link and threaten any doctor who wishes to go public as happened to Dr. Andrew Wakefield et.al even though 22 peer reviewed studies have since supported his findings linking the MMR to gut diseases and the subsequent development of autism as his original paper hypothesised.

Consider for a moment the fact that in 1980’s 1 in 10,000 had autism but today one in 50 boys in Australia under the age of five has autism. You can’t have a genetic epidemic, especially when people with autism rarely marry. Claims that the higher incidence is the result of better diagnosis are also false. It is just easier to diagnose because there is more of it around and teachers like myself will tell you this. Autism was very rare 30 years ago. Today most people know several families whose lives have been devastated by this horrific affliction. The only thing that changed in the past 27 years was the introduction of triple and quadruple vaccines given more frequently from day one starting with the Hepatitis B vaccine and now giving vaccines to pregnant women that contain mercury such as the flu shot.

If vaccines are suppose to work then unvaccinated children do not pose a risk to vaccinated children and according to an expert in the field (Dr. Blaylock) there is no such thing as herd immunity which the drug companies/government and media often use as their main reason to mandate vaccines for everyone. Please read Dr. Blaylocks analysis of this false concept [http://www.vaccinationcouncil.org/2012/02/18/the-deadly-impossibility-of-herd-immunity-through-vaccination-by-dr-russell-blaylock/].

With improved standards of living such as improved hygiene, nutrition and sanitation many of the diseases such as measles and mumps were mild and on the way out BEFORE vaccines were introduced. Government graphs show this [https://childhealthsafety.wordpress.com/graphs/]. Vaccines are given a sacred status in our society because of the belief that the polio vaccine ended the polio epidemic of the 1950’s. The truth of the matter is that the incidence of polio was down to about 5% of its peak before the polio vaccine was introduced. Ebola was eradicated with improved hygiene and scarlet fever and many strains of flu have died out regardless of no vaccines for those diseases. Many scientists who study the history of vaccines say they have not saved lives but have caused more chronic illnesses which is worse than the disease they are suppose to prevent. [http://www.vaccinationinformationnetwork.com/do-infectious-disease-mortality-graphs-show-vaccines-save-lives/]
What concerns me is:

- It does not seem to concern the government and vaccine manufacturers how many innocent children have and will be killed and maimed by vaccines that only provide temporary protection at best for simple childhood diseases that people around my age got as children and have life long immunity for.
- It does not seem to concern the government and vaccine manufacturers that when temporary protection given by some vaccines wears off (which can occur in as little as five years), adults contracting these diseases (often shed by the recently vaccinated) can suffer more serious side effects especially if males get mumps after puberty.
- It does not seem to concern the government that not acquiring childhood diseases naturally for life long immunity is much safer and healthier for society than injecting people every few years of their lives with toxins that can accumulate in the organs and cause chronic disease.
- It does not seem to concern the government that our health system, PBS and NDIS can be held to ransom by drug companies who ask the tax payer to foot the bill for all the drugs and medical treatment required now and in the future for all the chronic diseases and neurological illnesses caused by too many poorly tested toxic vaccines.
- It does not seem to concern the government that young mothers who do not acquire life long immunity for measles, mumps and rubella by acquiring it naturally can no longer pass this immunity onto their babies through their breast milk as nature intended.
- It does not seem to concern the government that society was able to maintain life long immunity after coming into contact with common childhood diseases for measles, mumps, rubella and chicken pox by being passively exposed to these wild viruses on a regular basis. This life long immunity was free and had no lasting side effects. You can’t say that about vaccines which are costly, ineffective and dangerous.
- It does not seem to concern the government that acquiring the measles naturally protects children through their lives against some forms of cancer including leukemia. There has been a massive increase in childhood cancers since the introduction of MMR and this will continue making drug companies very happy while the PBS (tax payers) are picking up the tab for very expensive chemo drugs.
- It does not seem to concern the government and vaccine manufacturers that our constitutional rights are taken away from us including medical exemptions for children and their siblings with previous vaccine damage.

What appears to be the only thing important to the government is that vaccine manufacturers increase their profits. Whistleblowers from vaccine manufacturers have come out and said drug companies make money from vaccinating whole healthy populations. They relish the thought that side effects from so many vaccines at such a young age can create havoc with a child’s immune system thereby creating a market for their drugs to treat life long chronic diseases such as allergies, asthma, arthritis, seizures, diabetes, gut issues, immune disorders and behavioural disorders etc. All these conditions plague our young children as never before and the PBS will not be able to cope. In addition the young are targeted because young babies cannot read the packet inserts of vaccines before they are subjected to these toxins. They do not have the ability to consider the contraindications and side effects associated with each vaccine listed in the product packet insert. Parents as their guardians are also not given the product information insert to read before they present their child for a vaccine. This information along with all the peer-reviewed information that link vaccines to immune diseases and autism is prohibited form the government immunisation information web site (in spite of my protest and complaint to this government body about this serious deliberate omission). Unlike adults babies cannot verbalise the fact that a vaccine gave them a high fever, made them scream for hours, gave them headaches that made them bang their head against the walls and floor, made them ache all over, gave them pains in their joints and subsequent gut, skin allergies, immune, brain, learning and behaviour issues. Parents frequently report these side effects to their doctors as I did when my son
experienced them after his vaccines but the doctors and health department do nothing with this negative feedback. The government also rewards doctors $12 for every vaccine they give and they will have a child with chronic ailments willing to keep them and the drug companies rich for the rest of their lives.

Another matter that concerns me is if this change in the constitution is passed and is successful in discriminating against children and parents who want to protect their constitutional rights and their right to refuse documented unnecessary, dangerous, poorly tested and ineffective vaccines, who will be next on their hit list. Success will go to the vaccine manufacturers heads and they will lobby to get a bigger share of the tax payer funded PBS bucket by pushing for mandatory vaccines for school children as in USA, followed by university students, government employees, health, age care and child care workers, public servants, police, teachers etc.

Corporate greed knows no bounds and the ambitions and greed of some politicians and scientists relying on grants, (backed by a media dependent on drug company advertising), makes this horrific Orwellian scenario entirely possible and a mockery of our constitution and our democratic rights and personal freedoms. The phrase that springs to mind is IGNORE YOUR RIGHTS AND THEY WILL GO AWAY.

I trust the politicians entrusted with our good health will stop this unjust and dangerous bill before it is appealed on constitutional grounds. I thank any person professional and caring enough to read this letter and hope the information contained is not dismissed because it was not written by a person able to bribe a politician.

Yours sincerely,

Jane Vermeer (parent of severely vaccine damaged child)